TRY THESE:

NON-FICTION:

EPILEPTIC by DAVID B.
FUN HOME by ALISON BECHDEL
LOUIS RIEL: A COMIC-STRIP BIOGRAPHY by CHESTER BROWN
PYONGYANG: A JOURNEY IN NORTH KOREA by GUY DELISLE
THE 9/11 REPORT: A GRAPHIC ADAPTATION by SID JACOBSON and ERNIE COLON
OUR CANCER YEAR by HARVEY PEKAR
KING-CAT CLASSIX by JOHN PORCELLINO
PALESTINE and THE FIXER by JOE SACCO
MAUS I & II by ART SPIEGELMAN

FICTION:

LA PERDITA by JESSICA ABEL
BLACK HOLE by CHESTER BURNS
BLACKSAD by JUAN DIAZ CANALES
GHOST WORLD and DAVID BORING by DANIEL CLOWES
THE CONTRACT WITH GOD TRILOGY by WILL EISNER
THE RABBI'S CAT by JOANN SFAR
THE BUDDHA SERIES by OSAMU TEZUKA
BLANKETS by CRAIG THOMPSON
JIMMY CORRIGAN: THE SMARTEST KID ON EARTH by CHRIS WARE
AMERICAN BORN CHINESE by GENE LUEN YANG

Stop by the Cleveland Public Library for these titles and more.